
228 India Street
Brooklyn, NY 11222
info@tri-lox.com

FABRICATION LEAD

Tri-Lox is a design, custom fabrication, and millwork practice that specializes in regionally sourced,
sustainable wood. Established in 2010, our Greenpoint-based operation has been committed to innovative
design, environmental integrity, and community stewardship. Our growing business develops unique
installations and products for a diverse clientele in public, commercial, residential, and exhibition spaces.

About the Role:
We are seeking a skilled, dynamic, and driven fabricator to join our team starting immediately. This is a
full-time permanent hands-on supervisory role focused on custom fabrication projects at our Brooklyn
workshop.

Responsibilities and tasks include but are not limited to:
- In-shop fabrication of custom assemblies (i.e. architectural elements, millwork, furniture, sculpture)

at various scales
- Lead the fabrication team and guide the production process to efficiently complete projects
- In-Field installation and team supervision including coordination of associated logistics
- Collaboration with the design and digital fabrication teams to optimize shop drawings, create work

plans, and establish fabrication methods
- Collaboration with project management to track timeline, pacing, and progress of fabrication
- Collaboration with the millshop team on volume processing when needed
- Collaboration with the finishing team on surfacing and coating when needed
- Manage safety and quality control techniques and protocols during fabrication
- Manage handling and packaging of completed assemblies for transportation
- Manage hardware and material project needs
- Evaluating and reporting on fabrication team performance

Skills and Qualifications:
- Minimum 5 years of professional experience in woodworking, architectural fabrication, millwork

installation
- Must be able to fabricate and install complex assemblies from start to finish from shop drawings
- Ability to work independently and lead a team
- Ability to lead the installation team and effectively communicate with all stakeholders on site
- Strong organizational skills through diverse processes and stages
- Strong communication and mathematical skills
- Intuition toward efficiency and safety
- Strong troubleshooting skills and solution implementation
- OSHA 40 Certification and experience driving a box truck are a plus

Hours: Full-Time & Permanent with Overtime Opportunities Available
Compensation: $28-$35 Hourly (Commensurate with experience) + Benefits (Including Paid Holidays & PTO)

How to Apply:
Interested and qualified candidates should submit a single PDF including a one-page cover letter, one-page
resume, three references from current or former supervisors, and portfolio or representative work samples of
up to five pages to info@tri-lox.com with “Fabrication Lead” in the subject line. We encourage all qualified
candidates to apply.
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